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 Marks still points out that the qualities of the PlayStation 2 games are in reality better than the qualities of games of PlayStation games of previous generations. Partial list of games List of classic games for PlayStation List of first-party PlayStation games List of third-party PlayStation games See also List of PlayStation games compatible with PlayStation 4 List of Sega Saturn games that can be
played with a PlayStation List of Virtual Boy games that can be played with a PlayStation List of Nintendo 64 games that can be played with a PlayStation List of PlayStation video games List of PlayStation 2 games List of PlayStation Portable games List of PlayStation Vita games References Category:PlayStation 2Q: How to write a query in sphinx to only return a section of a file? I have a file

which contains a list of directories, and I'd like to query this to get only the directories which have a certain subdirectory: Say I have a directory named test/a/b/c. I want to query this to return only test/a/b/c as the result, rather than the whole file. What query would I use in Sphinx to do this? A: Assuming you have your collection of data in a Sphinx index called test_data, something like this should get
you started: index test_data { source = test path = /test/a/b/c charset = UTF-8 docinfo = extern mlock = 0 rtrees = yes rt_attr_uint = seq_id } searchd -c test_data -d test/ -q'subdirectory:a/b/c' -b 'query' -a 'test_data' 82157476af
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